SCHOOL UNIFORM

All children are expected to wear clean, tidy school uniforms.

GIRLS - Summer Uniform
  Liwara uniform dress
  Brown school sandals (no socks) or
  Black school shoes with school uniform socks.
  Liwara school jumper as needed.

- Winter Uniform
  Dark green tunic (Yrs 1-3) / skirt (Yrs 4-6) with white shirt and school tie.
  Black school shoes and plain school uniform socks or skin coloured tights.
  Liwara school jumper as needed.

BOYS - Summer Uniform
  Grey Liwara school shirt and shorts.
  Brown school sandals (no socks) or
  Black school shoes with long school uniform socks.
  Liwara school jumper as needed.

- Winter Uniform
  Grey Liwara school shirt, shorts and school tie. (Long grey college trousers optional)
  Black school shoes and grey school uniform socks.
  Liwara school jumper as needed.

SPORTS UNIFORM

Girls – School sports polo shirt with Liwara crest, dark green skirt or sports shorts. Black sports shoes and school sport uniform socks. Green tracksuit with school crest.

Note: Faction t-shirts (faction colours) are to be worn for Athletics and Swimming Carnivals and may be worn on sports days during the term. Sports polo shirts must be worn if sports uniforms are worn on class excursions and for interschool sports.

PRE PRIMARY UNIFORM

Summer - Liwara Tazlon Shorts/Skorts, Liwara Polo Shirt
Winter - Liwara track suit pants, Liwara track suit top and Liwara polo shirt.

Liwara school hat, Liwara sports socks, black sports shoes or brown sandals.

GENERAL UNIFORM NOTES

Children are to wear the correct school uniform including the school hat. Hats, with the school crest, must be worn whenever children are out doors in all terms. Children are to bring a note of explanation if they are unable to wear the correct school uniform. All items of clothing are to be clearly marked with the child’s full name. Full sports uniform is to be worn on class Phys-Ed and Sports days. Children are to take pride in their school uniform and personal appearance. Hair beyond collar length is to be tied back, red or green ribbons only. Extreme hairstyles are not permitted. Nail polish and jewellery must not be worn to school, with the exception of a watch. If it is necessary for earrings to be worn they must be plain stud earrings. A Uniform Notification note will be sent home, if a student is in the incorrect uniform, without an explanatory note from the parent.

UNIFORM PURCHASES

Correct school uniform items can be purchased through the uniform shop, situated between the canteen and sports storage shed under the Library, as items purchased elsewhere may not conform to school standards. The uniform shop is run on an entirely voluntary basis, which results in the cheapest possible prices. It is a huge amount of work, for which we thank our volunteers. We ask all customers to show their appreciation for the volunteers’ generosity in giving the time and care this work involves by thoughtful and courteous customer behaviour.